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MEDIA RELEASE
Beacon Street

Anderson Township, February 25, 2019– Hamilton County Sheriff Jim Neil
reports the arrests of several people in regards to the stabbing on Beacon Street.
On February 25, 2019 at approximately 4:23 AM, Deputies were dispatched
to the report of two people stabbed with shots fired in the 1300 block of Beacon
Street. Upon arrival, Deputies found two people with stab wounds that were
transported to local hospitals for treatment. These two individuals, Taylor Deitsch
(f/19) and John Taylor Jr (m/30) reported that an altercation took place inside of 1339
Beacon Street where they were both stabbed and shot at as they fled the residence.
Deputies and Cincinnati Police Officers secured the home, attempting to order the
remaining occupants out. While securing this residence, Jeremy Mason came out
peacefully and surrendered to Deputies. The Hamilton County Police Association
SWAT team was requested to respond and assist with tactical entry as two additional
suspects were unaccounted for who were reportedly armed with handguns. Search
warrants were executed at the residence leading to the arrest of Noel Hicks (f/41)
who was found hiding inside the home.
Investigation revealed that Taylor Deitsch and John Taylor made up the story
of being stabbed by an individual after a property dispute. It was learned that John
Taylor stabbed his girlfriend Taylor Deitsch after a drug fueled domestic dispute.
The story was concocted to attempt to keep John Taylor from being arrested. No
evidence of any firearms being discharged was found at the scene and witnesses
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confirmed that there were no shots fired from the home. Another subject, Walter
Turner, was found outside of the house and was taken into custody on outstanding
warrants. There are no other persons of interest being sought after by the Hamilton
County Sheriff’s Office. There is no known threat to residents in the area.

Summary of Arrests:
John D. Taylor Jr (m/30)- two counts of Felonious Assault, one count of Kidnapping
and one count of Obstructing Justice.
Taylor Deitsch (f/19)- one count of Obstructing Justice
Jeremy Mason (m/32)- arrested on unrelated warrants for drug paraphernalia
Noel Hicks (f/41)- one count of Obstructing Official Business
Walter Turner (m/36)- arrested on unrelated warrants for drug paraphernalia and
traffic violations.

Evidence was located indicating that this residence and 1341 Beacon St were
commonly visited by people engaging in drug use, specifically heroin and
methamphetamine. Noel Hicks is listed as the property owner of both addresses.

This case remains under investigation with the possibility of additional charges in the
future. Anyone with information is asked to contact the Hamilton County Sheriff’s
Office Criminal Investigative Section at (513) 851-6000 or Crime Stoppers at (513)
352-3040.

